
CHAPTER 1. FUNDAMENTALS

Fire support is fires that directly support land,
maritime, amphibious, and special operations forces to
engage enemy forces, combat formations, and
facilities in pursuit of tactical and operational
objectives. (JP 1-02) Fire support coordination is the
planning and executing of fire so that targets are
adequately covered by a suitable weapon or group of
weapons (JP 1-02).

The Marine air-ground task force (MAGTF) is the
Marine Corps’ principal organization for all missions
across the range of military operations. MAGTFs
consist of a command element (CE), a ground combat
element (GCE), an aviation combat element (ACE),
and a combat service support element (CSSE). The
MAGTF principally employs fire support provided by
the GCE and the ACE, but may also receive fire
support from other U.S. Services. 

MARINE CORPS WARFIGHTING
PHILOSOPHY

The Marine Corps warfighting philosophy is based on
rapid ,  f lex ib le ,  and  oppor tunis t ic  maneuver
capabilities. Maneuver warfare is a warfighting
philosophy that seeks to shatter the enemy’s cohesion
through a series of rapid, violent, and unexpected
act ions which create  a  turbulent  and rapidly
deteriorating situation with which he cannot cope
(MCDP 1). Fire support in maneuver warfare produces
combat power and is applied through combined arms.

The MAGTF and GCE are combined arms teams by
the nature of their organization. The GCE’s ability to
deliver fire is most effectively employed when it
creates a combined arms effect. Combined arms is the
full integration of arms in such a way that in order to
counteract one, the enemy must make himself more
vulnerable to another. It pairs firepower with mobility
to produce a desired effect upon the enemy (MCDP 1).
In addition to the typical example of combined arms
where indirect fire suppresses an enemy, enabling
either maneuver or attack by direct fire, multiple
supporting arms can create a combined arms effect.
Artillery raids in the Gulf War intentionally attracted
enemy counterfire to enable air attack of enemy radar
and artillery units. The enemy had to suffer the effects
of indirect fire or risk losing its own artillery assets.

The 3d Marine air wing used a similar technique when
conducting attacks against the Iraqi integrated air
defense system (IADS). Suppression of enemy air
defenses (SEAD) packages accompanied Marine
aircraft conducting strikes against Iraqi positions and
equipment. When Iraqi fire control radars were
activated, the aircraft from the SEAD package
attacked the radars with high-speed antiradiation
missiles (HARMs). Once again, the Iraqis were placed
in a dilemma. To defend against the air attacks, they
placed their fire control radars in jeopardy.

Combat power is the total means of destructive and/or
disruptive force which a unit can apply against the
enemy at a given time. Combat power consists of
tangible factors such as the destructive effect of
available firepower. But, just as importantly, it
consists of intangible factors such as surprise, tempo,
and morale.

FIRE SUPPORT TASKS 

Fire support functions are performed in relation to—

l Supporting forces in contact.
l Supporting the commander’s concept of operation.
l Integrating fire support with the scheme of

maneuver.
l Sustaining fire support.

Regardless of the unit supported, these tasks give the
commander and his fire support representatives a
frame of reference to evaluate the overall effectiveness
of fires. They serve as unifying factors for supporting
arms. The four tasks do not change or replace
traditional missions, roles, and operations. They
provide a  common point  of  departure  for  a l l
supporting arms. For example, naval surface fire
support (NSFS) in general support of a regiment does
not consciously plan to perform the four tasks. It
accomplishes its mission by furnishing a continuous
volume of naval gunfire that supports forces in contact
and the commander’s concept of operation. It
integrates its support with the scheme of maneuver
through liaison officers. NSFS sustains fire support by
choosing appropriate fire support areas (FSAs) and
replacing ships when necessary. 
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Supporting Forces in Contact

Prerequisite to this task is the ability to immediately
respond to and meet the fire support needs of forces
engaged with the enemy. This task enhances the
friendly force’s survivability and increases their
freedom of maneuver. Individual fire support assets
support forces in contact in many ways; e.g., artillery
supports forces in contact by performing its traditional
roles of close support and counterfire.

Supporting the Commander’s Concept of 
Operation

This task enables the force commander to influence
the battle with firepower. It gives him the means to
create effects on enemy forces or functions that
contribute to his mission accomplishment. Fires can
shape the battlespace by attacking the enemy’s center
o f  g r a v i t y  ( C O G )  t h r o u g h  e n e m y  c r i t i c a l
vulnerabilities and creating decisive combat power
with a combined arms effect.

Integrating Fire Support with the Scheme 
of Maneuver

Integrating fire support with the scheme of maneuver
requires precise arrangement of coordinated activities
in time, space, and purpose to produce the most
effective fires. It provides the right attack means
delivered on the right target at the right time, creating
a combined arms effect. Integration must occur within
the supporting arms and the other warfighting
functions (maneuver, intelligence, command and
control, logistics, and force protection). 

Sustaining Fire Support

This task ensures f ire support  endurance and
continuity in providing fires. It involves the actions to
achieve logistics sustainment and technical support for
supporting arms available to the commander.

ROLE OF THE GROUND COMBAT
ELEMENT

Each  MAGTF e lement  has  spec i f i c  ro les  in
coordinating fire support. The CE implements the
MAGTF commander’s intent and normally focuses on

deep operations to shape the battlespace for the major
subordinate commands (MSCs). The ACE is a major
provider of fire support through offensive air support
(OAS), electronic warfare (EW), and unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) support. The CSSE sustains fire
support and conducts fire support in rear area
operations. However, it is the GCE that receives the
majority of fire support - its own - as well as fires
provided by other MAGTF elements. 

GCE fire support coordination centers (FSCCs)
interact with the CE through the MAGTF force fires
coordination center (FFCC). The FFCC coordinates
those matters that cannot be coordinated by FSCCs
within the GCE and those matters that affect the
MAGTF as a whole. The MAGTF FFCC coordinates
fires with higher, adjacent, and external commands. It
maintains close coordination with the GCE for
integrating fire support plans of the deep and close
battle. 

The GCE interfaces with the ACE through the Marine
air command and control system (MACCS). Control
and coordination of direct air support is achieved
through tactical air control parties (TACPs) organic to
GCE units, through the direct air support center
(DASC), and through other MACCS agencies.

The GCE coordinates NSFS through naval gunfire
(NGF) liaison sections including U.S. Navy personnel
communicating to support ships.

The GCE plans, integrates, and coordinates all fire
support within the GCE’s area of operations. It plans
fires, conducts targeting, and integrates fires with
maneuver in close operations. The GCE plans and
coordinates the delivery of its organic fire support; the
delivery of fire support provided by other means (such
as aviation or NSFS), or nonlethal means that
contribute to a combined arms effort,  such as
electronic attack (EA) or electronic warfare support
(ES). The GCE conducts fire support coordination for
its own artillery and mortar fires in support of its
maneuver elements. All artillery is normally organic
or attached to the GCE. In MEF operations, a force
artillery may be established to provide C2 for cannon
and rocket artillery not attached to GCE assets; e.g.,
USMC Reserves, U.S. Army, U.S. Army Reserves,
and Allied. The GCE coordinates with other elements,
as required, and with adjacent external forces. The
organization the GCE uses to perform these tasks is
the FSCC. 
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FIRE SUPPORT COORDINATION
CENTERS

A fire support coordination center (FSCC) is a single
l o c a t i o n  i n  w h i c h  t h e r e  a r e  c e n t r a l i z e d
communications facilities and personnel incident to
the coordination of all forms of fire support. An FSCC
exists from division to battalion levels. The fire
support coordinator (FSC) organizes and supervises
the FSCC under the staff cognizance of the G-3/S-3.
The number of personnel and amount of equipment
varies with the level of command and responsibility,
the size and complexity of the forces involved, the
degree of planning and coordination required, and the
desires of the commander.

All echelons of the GCE establish an FSCC as an
advisory and coordinating agency. The FSCC is
located with the combat operations center (COC).
Facilities, equipment, and material are provided by the
parent headquarters. Supporting arms units provide
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  a n d  e q u i p m e n t  t o  c o n d u c t
coordination, targeting, and communications functions
for their respective arms. Detailed listings of personnel
by grade, military occupational specialty (MOS), and
bi l le t  descr ipt ion are  found in  uni t  tables  of
organization (T/Os). 

Division FSCC

This center plans, coordinates, and employs fire
support. Supporting arms representatives identify
requirements, estimates of supportability, and make
recommendations to the division commander for
allocating fire support. Its key role is targeting due to
its assets and ability to collect and analyze target
information.

Fire Support Coordinator
The division artillery officer/commanding officer,
artillery regiment is the division FSC. The artillery
regiment’s assistant FSC performs the FSC duties
when the artillery commander is absent from the
division COC.

Fire Support Coordination Section
This section provides liaison to division forces for
artillery control and coordination. It coordinates all
supporting arms to support the concept of operations
and is provided by the headquarters battery of the
artillery regiment. The section consists of two assistant

fire support coordinators (AFSC), a naval gunfire
officer, a target information officer (TIO), a liaison
chief, an observer/liaison man, and three artillery
scout observers. The headquarters battery of the
artillery regiment provides field radio operators and
equipment to operate artillery nets.

Target Information Section
This section is normally formed upon activation of the
FSCC during the initial planning phase. Duties include
target acquisition, target dissemination, and attack
recommendation and assessment. Target information
section (TIS) personnel typically include the target
information officer (TIO) and one to three enlisted
personnel to work with the target intelligence officer
(TGTINTELO) from the G-2 section. TIS personnel
are provided by the artillery regiment. The TIO
supervises TIS operation under the staff cognizance of
the FSC. See chapter 4.

Air Section
This section of the operations section (G-3) is an
organic component of HQ battalion.   It consists of a
division AirO and an assistant AirO. Although it is not
a part of the division TACP in the FSCC, personnel
from the division air section may augment the division
TACP in the FSCC. The division AirO works closely
with the FSC. Some functions of the air section are
to—

Advise the division commander, his staff, and
commanders of those units not having TACPs on air
support, including antiair warfare (AAW).

l Participate in forming operation plans and orders on
air employment.

l Participate with the FSC in targeting and selecting
appropriate means of attack.

l Prioritize and resolve conflicts in air support
requests (ASRs).

l Prepare, forward, and coordinate ASRs.
l Relay pertinent information to other tactical air

control elements.

Naval Gunfire Fire Section
This section establishes and maintains facilities for
liaison and communications between supported units
and appropriate control agencies. It informs and
advises  the  GCE commander  on  employing ,
requesting, and controlling NGF. The section consists
of a naval gunfire support officer (NGFSO), an
assistant NGFSO (Navy), an NGFS chief, and a shore
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fire control party (SFCP) man. The NGFSO position is
a contingency billet for a Marine lieutenant colonel.

Regiment FSCC 

The regiment FSCC plans, coordinates, and integrates
supporting arms to support the regiment’s scheme of
maneuver for current and future operations. The
regiment FSCC performs targeting and developing
targets with its own target acquisition (TA) assets, in
addition to those developed at higher headquarters. It
allocates assets for the attack of targets in its area of
operation. Assets include a direct support (DS)
artillery battalion and available NGF and aviation. The
FSCC develops the regiment’s fire support plan,
requests NGF and air support, and plans fires within
the regiment’s area of operations. The regiment FSCC
allocates fire support assets to subordinate battalions
(CAS sorties, NGF ships, etc.) and assists and
supervises subordinate FSCCs. The regiment FSCC
coordinates—

l Clearance of fires that affect the regiment’s area of
operations.  Normally,  coordination will  be
conducted by subordinate battalions while the
regiment monitors and effects coordination with
higher, adjacent, and subordinate units, as required.

l Ingress and egress routes for all aviation missions
i n c l u d i n g  a s s a u l t  s u p p o r t ,  C A S ,  a n d
reconnaissance.

l Employment of all supporting arms in support of
the regiment. 

Fire Support Coordinator
The DS artillery battalion commander is normally the
regiment FSC. The artillery battalion liaison officer
performs FSC duties when the battalion commander is
absent from the infantry regiment FSCC.

Liaison Section
This section is provided by the HQ battery of the
supporting artillery battalion. It consists of an artillery
battalion liaison officer, an assistant liaison officer, an
observer liaison chief, two scout observer men, and
four field radio operators. The section conducts
artillery liaison and coordination functions for the
regiment. It also operates the fire support coordination
and artillery nets in the FSCC. 

Tactical Air Control Party
Organic to the regiment, the tactical air control party
(TACP) consists of one AirO and four field radio

operators. The AirO is a special staff officer to the
regiment commander on aviation matters. He is also
the officer in charge (OIC) of the regiment’s TACP
where he functions as the air representative within the
FSCC.

NGF Liaison Team
The regiment NGF liaison team is from the HQ battery
of the supporting artillery battalion. It consists of a
naval gunfire liaison officer (NGLO), an NGF chief,
two SFCP men, and three field radio operators. They
perform the same liaison and coordination functions as
their NGF division counterparts.

Battalion FSCC

T h e  b a t t a l i o n  F S C C  p e r f o r m s  f i r e  s u p p o r t
coordination in terms of closely integrating multiple
supporting arms with maneuver. It monitors and
receives all fire support requests originating within the
battalion. The battalion FSCC ensures that supporting
arms are integrated with the scheme of maneuver and
that friendly forces are not endangered. It may also
coordinate missions for observers to attack targets
outside the battalion’s zone of action

Fire Support Coordinator
The infantry battalion weapons company commander
is the FSC.

Liaison Section
This section is organic to a firing battery of the
supporting artillery battalion. It consists of four
officers, an observer liaison chief, four observer
liaison men, and nine field radio operators to support a
battalion. The senior officer is the artillery liaison
officer in the battalion FSCC. The remaining three
officers are forward observers (FOs) and each heads
an FO team to support a company. The FO team
consists of the FO, a fire support man, and two field
radio operators. When required, a FO team may be
d iv ided  in to  two  e lements ,  each  capab le  o f
independent operations for a limited period. More than
simply calling for and adjusting artillery fires, the FO
teams plan the companies artillery fires and can
coordinate all fire support at that level.

MCWP 3-16.6, Supporting Arms Observer, Spotter,
and Controller, contains detailed discussions of
responsibilities of the FO team, forward air control
(FAC) party, NGF spot team, and mortar FO.
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Tactical Air Control Party
The TACP is organic to the battalion. It consists of
three aviators and twelve field radio operators. The
senior aviator acts in a dual capacity as the battalion’s
AirO (a  special  s taff  off icer  to  the bat ta l ion
commander in regard to all aviation matters) and as
the OIC of the battalion TACP. As the OIC, he works
within the FSCC as the air representative. Each of the
other two aviators is the leader of a forward air control
(FAC) party with four communicators each. A FAC
party requests and provides terminal control of CAS.

Shore Fire Control Party
The battalion shore fire control party (SFCP) is from
the HQ battery of the supporting artillery battalion. It
includes a battalion NGF liaison team and an NGF
spot team. The liaison team consists of an NGLO, an
NGF chief, and three field radio operators. It performs
liaison and coordination functions in the battalion
FSCC. The spot team consists of an NGF spotter
(Marine lieutenant), two SFCP men, and two field
radio operators. The spot team is normally employed
with a company of the battalion. However, it may be
d iv ided  in to  two  e lements ,  each  capab le  o f
independent operations for a limited period. Spot
teams call for and adjust NGF. 

81mm Mortar Platoon Representative
The battalion’s organic 81mm mortar platoon provides
a mortar liaison party to work in the battalion FSCC
and four FO teams to support the companies and/or
man observation posts. The mortar liaison party
consists of a mortar representative, two field radio
operators, and a wireman. An FO team consists of the
FO, two field radio operators, and a wireman.

Separate Battalion FSCC

Separate battalions operating as maneuver elements;
e.g., light armored reconnaissance or tank battalions,
establish FSCCs. This FSCC functions the same way
as an equivalent level infantry unit FSCC. The FSCC
staff consists of personnel to provide fire support
expertise; e.g., artillery, mortar, NGF or air. Personnel
are organic to the separate battalion or are provided by
the artillery regiment and Marine division. Tank and
light armored reconnaissance battalions have a
permanently assigned artillery officer as the FSC.

Company Fire Support Coordination

A company does not have an FSCC. The company
commander is responsible for coordination of his own

fires and organizes his personnel accordingly. He is
assisted by artillery and mortar observers, the FAC,
and the NGF spotter. The company commander may
assign an officer as the company FSC to coordinate
supporting arms with the company’s scheme of
maneuver.

Direct Air Support Center

The direct air support center (DASC) is normally
collocated (electronically or physically) with the
senior FSCC. The DASC can provide direct air
support control functions to a division GCE. Support
of multiple division GCEs requires assets beyond
those normally found in a single Marine air support
squadron (MASS). When there is more than one
division in the GCE, the DASC may be augmented
and collocated with the MAGTF FFCC while an air
support element (ASE) is collocated with each
division FSCC. Functions of the senior FSCC in the
GCE include—

l Reporting pertinent information such as the location
of friendly artillery units, fire support coordinating
measures (FSCMs),  and enemy antiaircraft
weapons to other staff sections of the MAGTF
FFCC for further dissemination as required.

l In amphibious operations, providing representation
to the supporting arms coordination center (SACC).

l Conducting targeting functions to meet the GCE
commander’s intent.

l Providing representation to the MAGTF targeting
committee.

l Establishing reporting requirements, FSCMs; e.g.,
restricted fire areas (RFAs); and fire support
coordination procedures when existing procedures
are inadequate.

FSCC ARRANGEMENT

Internal Organization

Internal  organizat ion should a l low for  rapid
coordination and exchange of information between
FSCC personnel and other staff sections. The FSCC is
physically located within the COC. Its configuration
may vary with the mode of operation and tactical
situation; i .e. ,  tent,  HMMWV, or AAVC-7A1
configuration. 
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The FSCC must be close enough to the G-3/S-3 and
G-2/S-2 for easy information exchange. Positioning of
automated information systems, maps, and status
boards should facilitate sharing of information. The
FSC should position himself to facilitate both internal
supervision of the FSCC and coordination with the G-
2/S-2 and G-3/S-3.

Current automated information systems print
messages and status information. However, an FSCC
journal should be maintained to record significant
events affecting the operation. Incoming and outgoing
messages should be filed chronologically after routing.
The FSCC journal provides necessary information for
oncoming watch-standers. A separate fire mission log
should also be maintained to keep the journal
uncluttered, provide an ordered, chronological flow,
and indicate mission clearance.   See appendix A for a
sample fire mission log. Further, FSCC personnel
need easy access to all fire support nets and automated
information systems. FSCC watch officers and staff
noncommissioned officers must be able to closely
supervise radio and automated information system
operators to facilitate coordination. Fire support nets
should be separate from the supported command’s
tactical and command radio nets. Because both types
of nets are extremely busy, adjacent location can lead
t o  i n c r e a s e d  n o i s e  i n  t h e  C O C  a n d  i m p e d e
coordination among fire support personnel.

See MCWP 6-22, Communications and Information
Systems.

Graphics, Maps, and Overlays

As automated information systems can graphically
represent information and incorporate information into
individual cells, reliance on manually maintained
maps is reduced but not eliminated. See FMFM 6-
18.1, MCFSS Techniques and Procedures.

If possible, an FSCC should have three maps: two of a
scale of 1:50,000 and one of a scale of 1:500,000 or
1:250,000. One of the 1:50,000 maps are used for
current operations; the other for planning or when the
FSCC displaces. Larger scale maps are used for
aviation planning. Devices for mounting overlays and
maps throughout the COC should be standardized so
overlays can be interchanged quickly between the
planning map, the G-2/S-2 map, the G-3/S-3 map, and
the fire support coordination map.

Laminate maps or cover them with acetate. Post
information on overlays for unobstructed examination.
The following arrangement of overlays is effective.

1st, Closest to the Map
Post information that does not normally require
frequent change; e.g., scheme of maneuver, FSCMs or
checkpoints.

2d
Post information that normally requires frequent
updating; e.g., location of friendly units including
target acquisition assets or fire capability fans.

3d, Targets
This overlay is rolled down into position on the map
board when required.

4th and Successive Overlays 
Post special purpose information such as programs of
fire. These overlays are removed from the map board
when not used.

FSCC PERSONNEL DUTIES

Though fire support coordination roles of division,
regiment, and battalion FSCCs differ, there are
common sets of duties at each echelon.

Supporting Arms Representatives

Duties common to all supporting arms representatives
are to—

l Advise the commander and FSC on capabilities of
the supporting arm represented.

l Prepare estimates of supportability.
l Assist in preparing the fire support plan.
l Provide input to the FSC as he plans FSCMs.
l At regiment and battalion levels, coordinate and

deconflict the delivery of fires in consonance with
maneuver. 

Watch Officers/Chiefs

All officers and staff NCOs assigned to an FSCC must
be able to supervise the FSCC without assistance
d u r i n g  r o u t i n e  o p e r a t i o n s .  T h i s  r e q u i r e s
familiarization with all supporting arms and duties of
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other supporting arms representatives. During critical
opera t iona l  per iods ,  ac tua l  suppor t ing  arms
representatives must be recalled to their positions. In
establishing watch lists, duties include—

l Assignments to distribute expertise on each watch;
e.g., artillery liaison officer (LNO) with NGF chief,
NGLO with artillery observer liaison chief.

l Minimum assignment of personnel with multiple
tasks; e.g., AirOs often have tasks other than fire
support, such as arranging for assault support.

l Watch officers/chiefs have requisite knowledge to
plan, coordinate, and execute fire missions with
automated information systems. 

Fire Support Coordinator

The FSC organizes, trains, and supervises FSCC
personnel. Commanders delegate the authority to
FSCs to control and supervise the FSCC. Duties of the
FSC or AFSC are to—

l Advise the commander on fire support.
l Coordinate preparing estimates of supportability.
l Participate in the targeting process.
l Provide guidance for automated information

systems; e.g., HPT, target delay time or firing asset
preferences.

l Prepare the fire support plan with help from the
supporting arms representatives.

l Ensure that the fire support plan can be
implemented with assets available and, if necessary,
coordinate with the operations officer (G-3/S-3) and
the commander to request additional assets or to
modify plans.

l Recommend FSCMs to the commander.
l Work with the operations officer as he plans

boundaries (boundaries will impact on FSCMS).
l Provide clearance on requests for fire missions and

air strikes from subordinate units.
l Coordinate clearance, when required, with senior

and adjacent units. This may be delegated to the
appropriate supporting arms representative.

l Disseminate target information received to other
staff members, subordinate units, and commands
requiring the information.

l Advise the commander on target selection, attack
guidance, and target precedence.

l Maintain close liaison with the operations officer
and the intelligence officer to ensure the most
effective planning and application of fire support.

l Execute the attack of targets based on the
commander’s guidance and the targeting process.

Artillery Liaison Officer

The AFSCs provide artillery representation in the
division FSCC. An artillery LNO and his liaison
section is provided by an artillery battalion to regiment
and battalion FSCCs. These liaison officers and
sections remain with their respective supported units
to allow continuity in planning and operations. Duties
are to—

l Monitor the artillery conduct of fire (COF) net and
provide clearance on requests for fire (battalion
only). Regiment and division FSCCs monitor the
artillery battalion and regiment fire direction net,
respectively, to keep abreast of artillery fire
planning and significant artillery missions.

l Pass requirements for fire support to the appropriate
FDC for action.

l Coordinate artillery unit requirements (such as
approval for displacement and resupply routes) with
the supported commander and with the commander
in whose area of operation the movement will
occur, if outside the supported unit’s area of
operations.

l Remain abreast of the current operations and
logistic status of artillery units and keep the FSC
informed.

l Keep the supported unit S-2 or TIO advised of all
target information received through artillery nets.

l Keep the artillery unit advised on the plans and
tactical situation of the supported unit. Examples of
information passed to the artillery unit include
target information, FSCMs, time checks, location of
friendly units, routing of aircraft, location of
minefields (friendly and enemy) and lanes through
them, and other obstacles.

Air Officer

The AirO is a special staff officer at division
headquarters. At regiments and battalions, the AirO is
assigned to the S-3 section. At all levels, the AirO
provides aviation representation in the respective
FSCC. Duties are to—

l Provide information and expertise on all aviation
matters.

l Pass the commander’s air support requirements to
the appropriate air support control agency.
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l Coordinate ASRs and joint tactical air requests
(JTARs) from subordinate units to ensure adequate
attack of targets, avoid duplication in the attack of
targets, and protect friendly units.

l Receive target information relayed through Marine
air command and control system (MACCS)
agencies.

l Monitor the tactical air request (TAR) net in the
FSCC for information, or clearance if required, on
immediate ASRs and JTARs.

l Supervise and coordinate TACP activities.
l Request SEAD fire in support of air strikes from

other supporting arms representatives, as necessary.
l Maintain situational awareness on information

pertaining to ASRs, prospective air support targets,
assigned missions, and SEAD requirements.

l Provide necessary coordination with the DASC in
support of GCE maneuvering units.

l Coordinate with the ACE when planning forward
arming and refueling points (FARPs) within the
maneuver unit’s boundaries.

l Coordinate ingress and egress of aircraft through
the unit’s area of operation.

l Plan and disseminate air control measures; e.g.,
holding areas (HAs) or contact points.

Naval Gunfire Officer/Naval Gunfire 
Liaison Officer

The NGFO is a special staff officer at the division
headquarters. NGLOs are Navy officers provided by
the supporting artillery battalion to the regiment and
battalion FSCCs. Duties are to—

l Monitor the NGF spot nets and provide clearance
on requests for fire (battalion only). The NGF
support net is monitored at division and regiment
FSCCs to keep abreast of NSFS information.

l Assist in transmitting requests for fire between
other stations; e.g., artillery or other ground
observers and NSFS ships.

l Request NGF ships to occupy specific fire support
stations (FSSs) or areas for the attack of targets,
mask clearance or troop safety.

l Remain abreast of ships’ ammunition status and
rotation schedules and keep the FSC informed.

l At battalion level, supervise and coordinate SFCP
activities.

l Keep the TIO or supported unit S-2 advised of all
target information received through NGF channels.

Target Information Officer

The artillery regiment provides a TIO to work in the
division FSCC TIS (when formed). The TIO is
responsible for targeting. (See chap. 4.) His duties
require him to work closely with the TGTINTELO in
the G-2 section. Because there are no TIOs at
regiments or battalions, the FSC may have to perform
some TIO duties or delegate to the supporting arms
representatives. Duties are to—

l Receive reports on potential targets from G-2/S-2,
subordinate elements, artillery units, and other
FSCCs. 

l Keep the FSC and other supporting arms
representatives informed on the status of targets.

l Keep appropriate target files.
l Perform preliminary weaponeering. 

81mm Mortar Platoon Representative

Each infantry battalion FSCC has a representative
from the 81mm mortar platoon. Duties are to—

l Monitor the mortar net and clear requests for fire.
l Coordinate with the FSC on movements of the

mortar platoon or any of its sections.
l Keep the FSC informed of the firing capacity of the

mortar platoon, including ammunition status.
l Pass requirements for planned fires to the mortar

platoon FDC.

Other Personnel

Personnel in other staff sections may be required to
work closely with FSCC personnel. In addition to staff
officers (G-2/S-2, G-3/S-3), personnel include special
staff officers from engineer, tank, AAV, LAR,
antitank, LAAD units, and the EWO. Input could be—

l An engineer’s battlefield analysis. This input aids in
terrain and route reconnaissance and gives guidance
for targeting on bridge and structures.

l A nuclear, biological, and chemical defense
(NBCD) officer’s analysis of weather affects of
smoke, chemical, and biological weapons. This
input aids in targeting, particularly with regard to
the hazardous effect of munitions on industrial
chemicals.

l An air support liaison team (ASLT) serving as a
liaison for the DASC at the FSCC. Input could be to
transfer requirements for air support and update the
scheme of maneuver.


